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ABSTRACT

Before the author writes down the problem because the Wahhabi or the Salafi people do not 
understand the real Allah, then humans are brought in a direction that leads to ignorance by leaving 
the mind, the writer first asks forgiveness from Allah SWT. Here the author tries to open the veil 
that covers the secret about because the Wahhabi or the Salafi people do not understand the real 
Allah, then humans are brought in a direction that leads to ignorance by leaving the mind, based on 
the molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

There are several verses that open Allah's secrets about because the Wahhabi or the Salafi people do
not understand the real Allah, then humans are brought in a direction that leads to ignorance by 
leaving the mind, namely the verses:

"... when Allah said: "O Jesus, indeed I will kill you and raise you to Me and cleanse you from 
those who disbelieve, and make those who follow you above those who disbelieve until the Day of 
the Day of Resurrection. Then to Me is your return, then I will judge between you about things 
that you always disagree with." (Ali 'Imran: 3:55)

“But Allah has raised Jesus to Him. And Allah is Mighty, Most Wise. (An Nisa': 4: 158)

"Muhammad is by no means the father of any man among you, but he is the Messenger of Allah 
and the seal of the prophets. And Allah is Knowing of all things. (Al Ahzab: 33:40)

“So when I have perfected the event and have breathed into it my spirit; then you should fall 
down prostrating to him." (Shaad: 38: 72)

"Indeed, for example, Jesus in the sight of Allah, is like Adam. Allah created Adam from clay, 
then Allah said to him: "Be", so he was. (Ali 'Imran : 3:59)

And when Isa ibn Maryam said: "O Children of Israel, indeed I am the messenger of Allah to 
you, confirming the book before me, namely the Torah, and giving glad tidings of an Apostle who 
will come after me, whose name is Ahmad." So when the apostle came to them with clear 
evidence, they said: "This is real magic." (Ash Shaff : 61: 6)

"Glory be to Allah, Who has taken His servant one night from Al-Masjid al-Haram to Al-Masjid 
al-Aqsa which We have blessed around him so that We may show him some of Our signs. Verily, 
He is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. (Al Israa ': 17: 1)

"Allah has prepared for them a severe punishment, so fear Allah, O you who have reason; 
believers. Verily, Allah has sent down a warning to you (Ath Thalaaq: 65:10)

"...Today I have perfected your religion for you, and have completed My favor upon you, and 
have approved Islam as a religion for you...(Al Maa'idah: 5:3)

In an effort to open the veil of Allah's secret about because the Wahhabi or the Salafi people do not 
understand the real Allah, then humans are brought in a direction that leads to ignorance by leaving 



the mind, the author uses the basis of deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or the 
molecular structure of nucleic acids.

HYPOTHESIS

Here the author proposes the hypothesis that because the Wahhabi or the Salafi people do not 
understand the real Allah, then humans are brought in a direction that leads to ignorance by leaving 
the mind, though the mind is very necessary to maintain and develop what has been revealed to the 
prophets, based on Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that form a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules arranged in repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. 
This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5-carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine(A), Cytocine(C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 atom oxygen and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 
contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms. 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms,
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

WAHHABI PEOPLE OR SALAFI PEOPLE DO NOT UNDERSTAND THE REAL ALLAH, 
THEN HUMANS ARE TAKEN TOWARDS THAT LEAD TO IGNORANCE BY LEAVING 
THE MIND

Well, now we are still concentrating on digging and uncovering the secrets contained in the verse: 
"Muhammad...is the Messenger of Allah and the seal of the prophets...(Al Ahzab: 33: 40)"… I have 
perfected for you your religion...(Al Maa'idah: 5:3)"... fear Allah, O people who have mind, those who 
believe... (Ath Thalaaq: 65: 10)

It turns out that Allah has declared "Muhammad ... is the Messenger of Allah and the seal of the 
prophets ... (Al Ahzab: 33: 40)

Now, the question arises

Why did Allah not appoint a new Prophet, even though the Day of Judgment will occur 4.6 billion 
years from now?

Well the answer is in the secret behind the verse: "... fear Allah, O you who have mind, those who 
believe... (Ath Thalaaq: 65:10)

It turns out that, with "... people who have mind, people who believe... (Ath Thalaaq: 65:10) it is very 
necessary to maintain and develop what has been revealed to the Prophet Muhammad saw.

So, in fact, with "...people who believe...(Ath Thalaaq: 65:10) "...who have mind....(Ath Thalaaq: 65:10) 
where is the mind". ..people who believe...(Ath Thalaaq: 65:10) are used to maintain and develop what
has been revealed to the Prophet Muhammad saw, then a new Prophet does not need to be appointed
by Allah.



Now, if you look at what the Wahhabis or Salafis have done, who have the mind to keep walking in 
place, without using reason, it is not as ordered by Allah to "... those who believe.. .(Ath Thalaaq: 
65:10) "...who has mind....(Ath Thalaaq: 65:10) to maintain and develop what has been revealed to the
Prophet Muhammad saw.

Why do Wahhabis or Salafis try to walk in place?

Because the Wahhabis or the Salafis only see the Quran and Sunnah without being really 
understood. Wahhabis or salafi people do not understand the real Allah.

Well, the easiest way for Wahhabis or Salafis without using mind is to refer to the fathers of the first
generation to the third generation from the time of the Prophet Muhammad saw.

As a result of the shallow thoughts of Wahhabis or Salafis, people are led towards the road, without 
understanding the real Allah, the Quran is only used as eye contact and reading on the surface.

Well, this is one way to weaken Islam, a method used by Wahhabis or Salafis without using mind to
understand the real Allah, to defend and develop what has been revealed to the Prophet Muhammad 
saw.

Likewise, the Wahhabis or the Salafis did not follow the example of the Prophet Muhammad saw in
building the first Islamic state in Medina, because the Wahhabis or the Salafis did not understand 
that in fact the Prophet Muhammad saw had built the first Islamic state in Medina with the Medina 
Law as the constitution of the first Islamic State in Medina.

Now, the way of thinking of the Wahhabis or the Salafis is not to defend and develop what has been 
revealed to the Prophet Muhammad saw, but to hinder the progress of the real Islam and the real 
Allah.

CONCLUSION
 
Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secrets contained in the verse: 
"Muhammad...is the Messenger of Allah and the seal of the prophets...(Al Ahzab: 33: 40)"… I have 
perfected for you your religion...(Al Maa'idah: 5:3)"... fear Allah, O people who have mind, those who 
believe... (Ath Thalaaq: 65: 10)

It turns out that Allah has declared "Muhammad ... is the Messenger of Allah and the seal of the 
prophets ... (Al Ahzab: 33: 40)

Now, the question arises

Why did Allah not appoint a new Prophet, even though the Day of Judgment will occur 4.6 billion 
years from now?

Well the answer is in the secret behind the verse: "... fear Allah, O you who have mind, those who 
believe... (Ath Thalaaq: 65:10)

It turns out that, with "... people who have mind, people who believe... (Ath Thalaaq: 65:10) it is very 
necessary to maintain and develop what has been revealed to the Prophet Muhammad saw.

So, in fact, with "...people who believe...(Ath Thalaaq: 65:10) "...who have mind....(Ath Thalaaq: 65:10) 
where is the mind". ..people who believe...(Ath Thalaaq: 65:10) are used to maintain and develop what



has been revealed to the Prophet Muhammad saw, then a new Prophet does not need to be appointed
by Allah.

Now, if you look at what the Wahhabis or Salafis have done, who have the mind to keep walking in 
place, without using reason, it is not as ordered by Allah to "... those who believe.. .(Ath Thalaaq: 
65:10) "...who has mind....(Ath Thalaaq: 65:10) to maintain and develop what has been revealed to the
Prophet Muhammad saw.

Why do Wahhabis or Salafis try to walk in place?

Because the Wahhabis or the Salafis only see the Quran and Sunnah without being really 
understood. Wahhabis or salafi people do not understand the real Allah.

Well, the easiest way for Wahhabis or Salafis without using mind is to refer to the fathers of the first
generation to the third generation from the time of the Prophet Muhammad saw.

As a result of the shallow thoughts of Wahhabis or Salafis, people are led towards the road, without 
understanding the real Allah, the Quran is only used as eye contact and reading on the surface.

Well, this is one way to weaken Islam, a method used by Wahhabis or Salafis without using mind to
understand the real Allah, to defend and develop what has been revealed to the Prophet Muhammad 
saw.

Likewise, the Wahhabis or the Salafis did not follow the example of the Prophet Muhammad saw in
building the first Islamic state in Medina, because the Wahhabis or the Salafis did not understand 
that in fact the Prophet Muhammad saw had built the first Islamic state in Medina with the Medina 
Law as the constitution of the first Islamic State in Medina.

Now, the way of thinking of the Wahhabis or the Salafis is not to defend and develop what has been 
revealed to the Prophet Muhammad saw, but to hinder the progress of the real Islam and the real 
Allah.
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